1) Printing
2) Sharpening chisels and carving
3331 Arts Chiyoda, Lounge (1F)
＊ You are requested to be registered in advance through the web site.
Number of participants: 5 persons / session
Participation fee: JPY1,000/person, workshop
To be paid in cash on the day of the event.
1) Printing with Holbein <Gouache> “Irodori” and several kinds of Japanese paper
presented by Ozu Washi and Echizen “Udatsu Paper & Craft Museum”
At this Fair Holbein Art Materials Inc. and Ozu Washi will collaborate for the first time.
You can experience full-scale printing using Holbein's new product <Gouache> "Irodori"
and Japanese paper from Echizen and Kochi. Mokuhanga instructors will give you advice
on how to print well. Please enjoy the marriage of paints and Japanese paper!
Feel free to join us at any technical level, from amateur to professional.

＊You can get a set of paints and Japanese paper as a souvenir.
2) Sharpening chisels using Michihamono’ s electric sharper and carving
You can learn how to sharpen various kinds of carving knives and chisels using
Michihamono’s electric sharpener “Mini Highs Care”. First please listen to
explanation and watch demonstration by our specialist, then try sharpening
yourself. You can also try carving with knives and chisels you just sharpened.
If you want to sharpen your own chisels, please bring them with you.
＊ The maximum number of sharpening personal chisels is three.
Timetable

* “Carving” means the sharpening and carving workshop.
July 30 (Fri)

July 31 (Sat)

Aug 01 (Sun)

10:30-12:00

---

(3) Printing

(6) Carving

13:30-15:00

(1) Carving

(4) Carving

(7) Printing 13:00-14:30

16:00-17:30

(2) Printing

(5) Printing

(8) Printing 15:00-16:30

＊ All the tools and materials necessary for printing, sharpening and carving will be

provided by the organizer, so you don’t need to bring anything with you.
＊ You can purchase all the tools and materials used for the workshops at the Tools &
Materials Exhibition of the Fair.
＊ This event will be held under the thorough infection control measures and ensuring
the safety of participants. Your cooperation in the measures against the infection
such as wearing a mask and disinfecting your hands will be appreciated.

